McFarland-Mann elected, constitution passes

Legislature approves Ag Science expansion

A directive, authorizing the construction of a new Agriculture Science building was passed unanimously by the legislature before adjournment, said Dr. Lorraine, Dean of Agriculture.

"Creation of this addition to our existing building will greatly benefit our students and faculty," said Dr. Lorraine. "The proposed new building will be a major improvement over the current facility and make it easier for us to accommodate more students." The new addition will be the result of a unanimous vote by the legislature.

The addition will be used to expand the Department of Entomology, presently the smallest department, to the new addition, as well as the Ag Science Department.

"There will be more classrooms and laboratories, and the new building will be the state-of-the-art facility," said Dr. Lorraine. "We are pleased to have the support of the legislature for this important project." The new addition will be the result of a unanimous vote by the legislature.

Dean Kendrick on critical list

David D. Kendrick, dean of the University of Idaho, has been placed on the critical list and is in the hospital. Kendrick is the president of the University of Idaho and has served in the college of Idaho and the University of Idaho for many years, including as the University of Idaho's president since 1957.

"We were taken to the hospital byambulance from the University Hospital, where he had been admitted to the critical list," Kendrick said. "He is currently in the intensive care unit and is being treated by medical professionals." Kendrick is in critical condition and is being closely monitored by medical professionals. Kendrick has served as the president of the University of Idaho since 1957 and has made significant contributions to the University of Idaho and the state of Idaho.

Budgeting for higher ed

The University of Idaho's budget for the fiscal year 1967-1968 has been released, and it is expected to be slightly lower than the previous year. The budget includes funding for research, student services, campus facilities, and faculty salaries. The budget is expected to be approved by the legislature in the near future.

The budget includes funding for research, student services, campus facilities, and faculty salaries. The budget is expected to be approved by the legislature in the near future.
FRANKLY SPEAKING

by Phil Frank

Atmosphere at U of I
not like Boise State

Debra Editor
This week, I visited the Idaho State University. The Idaho State University is in a small town in the state of Idaho, and it has a unique atmosphere that is unlike any other college or university I have ever been in on a college campus.

The students at the U of I are more relaxed than they are on other college campuses. They are more laid back and seem to enjoy life more. The campus is very small and it feels like a small town. The students are more friendly and I felt like I was part of the community.

At the University, the kids have a great time. They have a lot of fun on campus and it seems like they are always having a good time. The campus is very lively and it seems like there is always something going on.

The University of Idaho has a very diverse student body and a wide variety of programs. There are a lot of students from different backgrounds and this makes the campus very interesting. The students are from all over the country and the world.

I think that Boise State College will be great for the kids who want to go to college and it will be a good experience for them. But for the students who want to experience a small college atmosphere, the University of Idaho will be better for them.

The University of Idaho has many different things to offer its students. I think that it will be a great place for them to go if they are looking for a small college experience. The students will have a lot of opportunities to get involved and it will be a great place for them to learn and grow.

R. K. Mikalson

GUEST COLUMN

The baby boon

If we want to get rid of pollution, we need to find ways to limit the number of people. This is not easy, as there are many reasons why people have children. However, if we can limit the number of people, we can also limit the amount of pollution that is caused.

We need to find ways to encourage people to limit their families. This could be done through education, incentives, or other methods. We need to do this in order to protect the environment and to ensure that future generations can enjoy a clean and healthy planet.

If we want to limit the number of people, we need to find ways to make it financially difficult to have children. This could be done through higher taxes, or through other methods. We need to do this in order to protect the environment and to ensure that future generations can enjoy a clean and healthy planet.
For what it's worth

Big Daddy says forget problems, play ball

Letters to the editor

Faculty action needed

The requirements as approved read: "The physical education requirement be altered so that students who relax most of their spare time in reading, writing, and studying must take five credits in physical activity, i.e., the class should meet once a week for two hours with the semester emphasis on individual and joint activities."

The students do not raise their voices in dispute until they are asked to speak. Furthermore, there are no jokes allowed by any of the faculty. The students cannot be sitting still for a great deal of the time, thus the sudden knack had to place in them the 12.50 that did not exist. The behavior of a segment of the faculty to respond to the student’s rather impassioned pleas to be heard was most appreciated.
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Miss Furness remarks, Everyone plays consumer game

Everyone plays the consumer game.

There are three: the consumer approval market, the consumer interest market, and the consumer comparison market. The consumer approval market involves the consumer's desire to be seen as part of a group or to be approved by others. The consumer interest market involves the consumer's desire to be informed and entertained. The consumer comparison market involves the consumer's desire to compare products and services and to make informed decisions.

The consumer approval market is dominated by social media, where consumers are more likely to share their opinions and experiences. The consumer interest market is dominated by television and movies, where consumers are more likely to seek out information and entertainment. The consumer comparison market is dominated by online reviews and ratings, where consumers are more likely to compare products and services.

These markets are interrelated and influence each other. For example, a positive review on a product can increase its appeal and interest, while a negative review can decrease its appeal and interest. Similarly, a company's marketing efforts can influence the way consumers perceive the company and its products, which can affect consumer approval, interest, and comparison.
“Cherry Orchard”

Anton Chekhov — the play

Elizabert Watkins — "Madama Ranevskaya"

Michael Smith — "Vanya"

Clyde Scott — "Feu"

Photos by Erich Korte

Chekhov’s finest

Tonight through Saturday, University Auditorium

Watch for the St. Patty’s Day Special next Tuesday

Hope will appear Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights
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"Get A Shiner For Spring"
Maravich leads All-Americans

By Mark Cooper

As the current basketball season draws to a close and all of the NCAA's players-evaluating edges and the annual NIT tryout, it is again time to select the players who are the cream of the current crop and compile the All-American teams. These long-awaited choices have been many a great and deserving all-America list and I'm well aware that one could go on and pick up to 10 names and still not run out of worthy ballplayers, but I'm going to attempt to pick what I feel are the players who make up the top ten in the nation.

FIRST TEAM

Paul Hanslik

The first team is led by the year's Pistol Pete Maravich, escort forward from Louisiana State. He has received all around scoring and is the most prolific scorer the game has ever known. Career total of over 3,000 points and Pete is averaging over 46 points a game. He has developed a style of playing that has been known to his friends with a ball and a basketball which is truly wonderful to be able to do, including behind the back between the legs layup passes. At the other forward spot is Kentucky's 6'9" Tem Lillard, who passed the Wiltkirk in this year's national championship, has been hitting on 50 per cent of all his shots and averages 30 points a game. It is not by any means the worst average in the nation and around well under the leaders. One of his long ago-season players.

This year's center is 6'10" Bill Luster of St. Bonaventures. Luster is so well coordinated that he is not to be the only big man we play to the game. Luster, who has been 30 of 42 shot, is as outstanding outside shot and inside player as you can find. He is a shooting center that is a concentration of defense and averages well over 20 points a game. He is a very superior caliber, and he will have immediate impact on any pro club who drafts him.

The guards are led by Carroll Axt, 6'3" junior from Notre Dame, who may well be the best player in America today. If you got that Correct, you won't be off at the margin. He is married to the nation's top player in the nation this year. He is a point guard average. His Thurston-athletically Marinich and St. Bonaventures is 5-7 and far below the Pistol Pete. Car recently matched NCA team averages. He is a point in "Pirates'" region. There is an adequate guard in front of him.

The other guard spot is held down by 6'6" Charlie Bonds of North Carolina. He is ranked the complete basketball player and averages over 15 points a game. He was the star of the 1960 U.S. Olympic and proved he was a winner in an Indiana game and won for the best pro prospect of the current crew.

SECOND TEAM

Rick Mount

John Havlicek

The second team is led by Purdue's Rick Mount, who is one of the great long range shooters in history and always on the top of the Big Ten scoring tables. Mount is a man who has good height for a point at 6'7" and a good guard. Basketball America. Basketball America American will be a consistent winner in the pro game.

The other guard spot is held by Calvin Murphy of Niagara University. Little Cal is a fine shooting guard. In college, the only thing which could make him better is the pre game is the height, 6'2", yet he could go on the games ground little Romanian.

The forward spots are held down by Iowa State's Dave Collins and Iowa's Rod Carew. Collins is to be almost unanswerable and averages over 20 points a game through his college career. The only thing which could make him better is the high points in the height, 6'8", yet he could go on the games ground little Romanian.
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Addition of Air Force Academy increases Vandal game schedule

An 11th game with the Air Force Academy has been added to the 1970 schedule for the Idaho Vandals according to Art Kanistein, athletic director at the University of Idaho.

Kanistein revealed that the Athletic Department was pleased to schedule this game with the Academy in light of last year's successful game.

"First, the Air Force Academy is a fine school with excellent athletic teams and secondly, we felt that the University of Idaho is the 'Big Game' we feel that we must have in order to justify the placing of an 11th game during the 1970 season," Kanistein said.

It was only with this type of "Game" that the interests of control and spectator interests starting would be well served so it was decided to have the 11th game," Kanistein added.

There was originally existing a possibility of having an 11th game with Boise State. Kanistein pointed out this plan because there were several problems that would make the possible game hardly feasible. Idaho will play Boise State 11th however.

Vandals travel to Pullman for track meet

This Saturday Coach Doug MacFarlane will take the Idaho track team to the Washington State Iacrosse Meet.

The track meet will be held on the Pullman campus. The meet will consist of the usual events and MacFarlane is expecting the team to do well.

Only one race with any experience of all at will be returning is the 4000 meter. The race was run last year and the team will have the opportunity to compete.

No other races will return to the Pullman track as the team will be competing in the track meet.

According to Coach MacFarlane, the team will be looking for the chance to do well in the meet and the team will be looking to compete.

For the meet this Saturday, the Vandals will face the Idaho State Track meet in Cheney next week.
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IK's tap pledges, elect officers, make plans for national convention

Ball and Chain Chapter of Interfraternity Kinship recently elected 68 new members, elected officers and made plans to send a delegation to the national IK convention.

Elected officers, their positions and voting groups were: Robert Dubal, Delta; George Hofer, Kappa; Paul Steel, Chi; Letter Dwellen, Lambda Beta; Jerry Eastman, Chi; and Matt Hauge, Chi. The scholarship advisory committee for the national convention was announced to be a member of the national IK office.

The national "We Won't Go" campaign will be observed with食堂 this Friday and next Monday with activities including a prayer demonstration, a service day, a letter writing drive, and a benefit dance and a speaker from the national headquarters of the "We Won't Go!" Movement in Washington, D.C.

The campaign, being carried out by the Three Forks Peace Coalition of Washington State University and the University of Idaho, was approved by our national president. The purpose of the activities is not only to protest and oppose the war, but also to bring a comprehensive understanding of the war to the Peace Corps, "read the nation's future." The University of Idaho was selected because of its location in the Pacific Northwest.

The "We Won't Go!" March will be Friday beginning at the CUB Hall at 3 p.m. It will proceed to the Selective Service Office in downtown Pullman where a rally will be held from about 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. It will be a benefit dance Friday night from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. with tickets to the benefit dance being sold for $1.50.

"We have decided to have the FFA dances open until 4 to accommodate those students who can still attend. Also, we are planning a dance at 11 p.m. each week during the meeting season.

The Three Forks Peace Coalition is the name of the group.

SALE ENDS MARCH 18th

S&AVE $150 during our factory-authorized

ANNUAL SALE

SAVE $20 on this complete CUSTOM STEREO PHONOGRAPH SYSTEM

NOW $99.90

Enjoy both the look and the sound of Magnavox stereo equipment. Magnavox sound and style will enhance every room. All units are delivered complete with record changer, stereo speakers, full-size record player, and 90 hours of play time. The only stereo system that gives you so much for so little is the Magnavox stereo system. It's yours for $99.90. Magnavox stereo systems now from $45.49

OPEN EVENINGS

Wednesday 5-7 at
COX and NELSON MAGNAVOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

WHAT'S FAIR IS FLARE

from FARAH®

Fairly speaking, Farah® has the tallest collection of elegance level slacks you’ve seen. Look, turn, move. Look to the body shape from hip to knee to have fashion fit that’s second to none. Then cover the "pace of resistance"… the snap of the seam… the waist that rests these slacks up to pace setters ’65. See them in solid gray, corduroy or bronze hancock, sizes 30-29, 30-30, 30-31, 30-32, 30-33, 30-34, 30-35, 30-36, 30-37, 30-38, 30-39, 30-40, 30-41, 30-42.

SELECTIONS INCLUDE PLAID SLACKS, CHECKS AND ROLLER SLACKS.